Introduction.
Did you know that people who live in shelters in NYC are not allowed to cook? Instead we can change NYC if we try.

Body I. We can change NYC if we try. One beautiful change could be that NYC should have some houses and not only tall buildings, for example if you guys don't remember the twin towers that they were so tall that a airplane crashed on them.
Body.2

We can change New York City if we try. For example, people who need a place to live should get a whole apartment, not just a hotel room. This is important because some families don't fit in one room. If they give more space to the family, maybe they would work more quietly. Another problem is that there is no kitchen, so families can cook. Another example is they should include more mirrors for the family to look at themselves.

Body.3

We can change NYC if we try. NYC needs more people to have more parks for kids to play in. One reason is that people should have their kids have more fun having a new park and then working in school work so happy and saying thank you. Another reason is that we, the workers, need too have parks at least close to their house's. Because, some people need to go too work and the park is too far they can't take them. A final reason is that we should have a park that has new games or equipment for the kids to have more fun than they ever had.
conclusion

We can change NYC if we try. Construction worker can build small houses and tall buildings that look it is in Florida orlando. Florida and it doesn't look the same as NYC it looks more beautiful. Also, Mayor de Blasio should be should change the hotel rooms or chelsters into a mini house. Finally, parks are so special because they make the kids really happy. So we should have more parks.